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The Making of the Godfather
THE FINAL CHAPTER IN MARIO PUZO'S LANDMARK MAFIA TRILOGY Mario Puzo
spent the last three years of his life writing Omerta, the concluding installment in
his saga about power and morality in America. In The Godfather, he introduced us
to the Corleones. In The Last Don, he told the wicked tale of the Clericuzios. In
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Omerta, Puzo chronicles the affairs of the Apriles, a family on the brink of
legitimacy in a world of criminals. Don Raymonde Aprile is an old man wily enough
to retire gracefully from organized crime after a lifetime of ruthless conquest.
Having kept his three children at a distance, he's ensured that they are now
respectable members of the establishment: Valerius is an army colonel who
teaches at West Point, Marcantonio is an influential TV network executive, and
Nicole is a corporate litigator with a weakness for pro bono cases to fight the death
penalty. To protect them from harm, and to maintain his entrée into the legitimate
world of international banking, Don Aprile has adopted a "nephew" from Sicily,
Astorre Viola, whose legal guardian made the unfortunate decision to commit
suicide in the trunk of a car. Astorre is an unlikely enforcer—a macaroni importer
with a fondness for riding stallions and recording Italian ballads with his band.
Though Don Aprile's retirement is seen as a business opportunity by his last Mafia
rival, Timmona Portella, it is viewed with suspicion by Kurt Cilke, the FBI's special
agent in charge of investigating organized crime. Cilke has achieved remarkable
success in breaking down the bonds between families, cultivating high-ranking
sources who in return for federal protection have violated omerta—Sicilian for
"code of silence," the vow among men of honor that, until recently, kept them from
betraying their secrets to the authorities. As Cilke and the FBI mount their
campaign to wipe out the Mafia once and for all, Astorre Viola and the Apriles find
themselves in the midst of one last war, a conflict in which it is hard to distinguish
who, if anyone, is on the right side of the law, and whether mercy or vengeance is
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the best course of action. Rich with suspense, dark humor, and the larger-than-life
characters who have turned Mario Puzo's novels into modern myths, Omerta is a
powerful epitaph for the Mafia at the turn of a new century, and a final triumph for
a great American storyteller.

Mario Puzo: An American Writer's Quest
When the author's infant grandson dies from Sudden Infant Death Syndrome the
family is riddled with unbearable loss, until the intervention of an angel named
Janith offers them comfort and guides them through this time of sadness, in an
extraordinary true account of miracles, self-discovery, and angels. Reprint.

Good News, Bad News
Nora Pennington and her fiction loving friends in small-town Miracle Springs, North
Carolina, encounter a young woman desperately in need of a new beginning . . .
Nora Pennington, owner of Miracle Books, believes that a well-chosen novel can
bring healing and hope. But she and the other members of the Secret, Book, and
Scone Society know that sometimes practical help is needed too. Such is the case
with the reed-thin girl hiding in the fiction section of Nora’s store, wearing a
hospital ID and a patchwork of faded bruises. She calls herself Abilene but won’t
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reveal much else. And when a customer is found dead in an assumed suicide, Nora
uncovers a connection that points to Abilene as either a suspect—or another
target. After a second death hits town, Nora and her intrepid friends must help the
new, greenhorn sheriff discern fact from fiction—and stop a killer intent on bringing
another victim’s story to a close . . . “A love letter to reading, with sharp
characterizations and a smart central mystery.” —Entertainment Weekly

Nancy: The Story of Lady Astor
Against the Sky
Good News, Bad News a secret agent is trained to try to think of every possible
outcome and eventuality. Who could have guessed, though, that a bureaucratic
error would send two men to the same 'cover' job, working in a shabby photoprocessing booth, where each must keep his real identity secret from the other,
while awaiting orders. Or that those orders would be to assassinate each other.
Thrown together by this apparently ghastly mistake, Charlie and George decide to
go on the run together. In the whole world, the only people they can trust are each
other. Or can they?
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The Godfather's Revenge
Mario Puzo won international acclaim for The Godfather and his other Mafia novels.
But before creating those masterpieces, Puzo wrote his first acclaimed novel The
Dark Arena–an astounding story of a war-scarred young American in a battle
against corruption and betrayal. . . . After coming home at the end of World War II,
Walter Mosca finds himself too restless for his civilian role in America. So he
returns to Germany to find the woman he had once loved–and to start some kind of
life in a vanquished country. But ahead of Walter stretches a dark landscape of
defeat and intrigue, as he succumbs to the corrupting influences of a malevolent
time. Now he enters a different kind of war, one in which he must make a fateful
decision–between love and ambition, passion and greed, life and death. . . .

The 'Godfather' Papers, and Other Confessions
New York, 1933. The city and the nation are in the depths of the Great Depression.
The crime families of New York have prospered in this time, but with the coming
end of Prohibition, a battle is looming that will determine which organizations will
rise and which will face a violent end. For Vito Corleone, nothing is more important
that his family's future. While his youngest children, Michael, Fredo, and Connie,
are in school, unaware of their father's true occupation, and his adopted son Tom
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Hagen is a college student, he worries most about Sonny, his eldest child. Vito
pushes Sonny to be a businessman, but Sonny-17 years-old, impatient and
reckless-wants something else: To follow in his father's footsteps and become a
part of the real family business. An exhilarating and profound novel of tradition and
violence, of loyalty and betrayal, The Family Corleone will appeal to the legions of
fans who can never get enough of The Godfather, as well as introduce it to a whole
new generation.

Understanding The Sacraments Today
Dark Rose
With uncompromising honesty, Carol Gino strips the TV image to reveal the gritty
truths of a nurse's life.

The Nurse's Story
In the lawless, drought-ridden lands of the Arizona Territory in 1893, two
extraordinary lives collide. Nora is an unflinching frontierswoman awaiting the
return of the men in her life, her husband, a newspaperman, who has gone in
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search of water for the parched household, and her elder sons who have vanished
after an explosive argument. Nora is biding her time with her youngest son, who is
convinced that a mysterious beast is stalking the land around their home, and her
husband's seventeen-year-old cousin, who communes with spirits. Lurie is a former
outlaw and a man haunted by ghosts. He sees lost souls who want something from
him, and he finds reprieve from their longing in an unexpected relationship that
inspires a momentous expedition across the West.

Omerta
In this entertaining and insightful essay, Mario Puzo chronicles his rise from
struggling writer to overnight success after the publication of The Godfather. With
equal parts cynicism and humor, Puzo recounts the book deal and his experiences
in Hollywood while writing the screenplay for the movie. Francis Ford Coppola,
Robert Evans, Peter Bart, Marlon Brando, and Al Pacino all make appearances-as
does Frank Sinatra, in his famous and disastrous encounter with Puzo. First
published in 1972, the essay is now available as an ebook for the first time. A musthave for every Godfather fan! Featuring a foreword by Ed Falco, author of The
Family Corleone.

Die dunkle Arena
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The Fortunate Pilgrim
The Dark Arena
FROM BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF THE GODFATHER - "A classic The novel is lifted
into literature by its highly charged language, its penetrating insights, and its
mixture of tenderness and rage." - New York Times Book Review Described by the
author as his "best and most literary book." Puzo's classic story about the loves,
crimes and struggles confronted by one family of New York City immigrants living
in Hell's Kitchen. Fresh from the farms in Italy, Lucia Santa struggles to hold her
family together in a strange land. At turns poignant, comic and violent, The
Fortunate Pilgrim is Italian-American fiction at its very best. The book's hero, Lucia
Santa, is an incredibly captivating character and based on Puzo's very own mother
- he describes, "her wisdom, her ruthlessness, and her unconquerable love for her
family and for life itself, qualities not valued in women at the time."

The Whispered Word
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The Plot Against the President
A Vintage Contemporaries Original Includes: Jim Shepard's "Tedford and the
Megalodon" Glen David Gold's "The Tears of Squonk, and What Happened
Thereafter" Dan Chaon's "The Bees" Kelly Link's "Catskin" Elmore Leonard's "How
Carlos Webster Changed His Name to Carl and Became a Famous Oklahoma
Lawman" Carol Emshwiller's "The General" Neil Gaiman's "Closing Time" Nick
Hornby's "Otherwise Pandemonium" Stephen King's "The Tale of Gray Dick"
Michael Crichton's "Blood Doesn’t Come Out" Laurie King's "Weaving the Dark"
Chris Offutt's "Chuck’s Bucket" Dave Eggers's "Up the Mountain Coming Down
Slowly" Michael Moorcock's "The Case of the Nazi Canary" Aimee Bender's "The
Case of the Salt and Pepper Shakers" Harlan Ellison's "Goodbye to All That" Karen
Joy Fowler's "Private Grave 9" Rick Moody's "The Albertine Notes" Michael Chabon's
"The Martian Agent, a Planetary Romance" Sherman Alexie's "Ghost Dance"

Deep Down: A Jack Reacher Story
In thriller master Lee Child’s exclusive eBook short story, Jack Reacher must track
down a spy in soldier’s clothing—by matching wits with four formidable females.
Three are clean—but the fourth may prove fatal. Includes a thrilling preview of Lee
Child’s hotly anticipated Jack Reacher novel, A Wanted Man! Summoned by Military
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Intelligence to Washington, D.C., Reacher is sent undercover. The assignment that
awaits him: The army is meeting with its Capitol Hill paymasters for classified talks
on a new, state-of-the-art sniper rifle for U.S. forces. But vital details about the
weapon are leaking—straight from the Capitol and probably into the hands of
unidentified foreign arms dealers. The prospect of any and every terrorist,
mercenary, or dictator’s militia getting their hands on the latest superior firepower
is unthinkable. That’s where Reacher comes in. His task: infiltrate the top-secret
proceedings and smoke out the mole. His target: a quartet of high-powered Army
political liaison officers—all of them fast-track women on their way to the top.
According to his bosses, it’s a zero-danger mission. No need to draw a gun . . . just
chat over drinks. But Reacher knows that things are rarely what they seem. And
he’s learned the hard way never to underestimate an opponent. Or four. Lessons
that will come in handy when he starts digging for the truth—and gets his hands a
lot dirtier than he expected. “Child is a superb craftsman of
suspense.”—Entertainment Weekly “The truth about Reacher gets better and
better.”—Janet Maslin, The New York Times

Inland
An explosive, non-stop thriller following one man’s trail of violence across post-war
Europe from the bestselling author of The Godfather. Michael Rogan was an
intelligence officer behind enemy lines in World War II. But he made the mistake of
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falling in love, which gave him something to lose—or to be taken from him.
Captured by the Nazis, Michael was treated as an experiment. A piece of meat. A
subject upon which his captors committed atrocity upon atrocity. But not before
they did the same to his wife—and unborn son. He's lived with the horror of that
experience for ten years. Now, Michael Rogan has returned to Europe to find the
men who tortured him. And he's going to make sure that they never have to live
with the horror as he didThey will die with it. First published under a pseudonym in
1967, Six Graves to Munich was Mario Puzo’s literary predecessor to his legendary
novel, The Godfather. In this unsung classic, Puzo’s trademark unflinchingly stark
writing style, vivid descriptive skill, and relentless pace are exemplified in the
genre of the spy novel. In his hands, the classic tale of revenge becomes a
haunting study of humanity at its most visceral, offering a glimpse into a damaged
soul whose only remaining purpose for living is to kill.

The Fourth K
A stylized and often surreal short story collection filled with sidelined characters
placed at center stage.

The Godfather of Kathmandu
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Follows one family of Italian immigrants who settle in New York in the late 1920s
through World War II, a family dominated by a defiant matriarch who struggles to
raise six children and preserve Old World values in a new land.

The Fortunate Pilgrim
A cold-blooded kidnapper has been playing a twisted game with a terrified
Minnesota town. Now a respected member of the community stands accused of a
horrific act of evil. But when a second boy disappears, a frightened public demands
to know: Have the police caught the wrong man? Is the nightmare continuing--or
just beginning? Prosecutor Ellen North believes she's building a case against a
guilty man--and that he has an accomplice in the shadows. As she prepares for the
trial of her career, Ellen suddenly finds herself swept into a cruel contest of twisted
wits, a dark dance of life and death . . . with an evil mind as guilty as sin. Praise for
Tami Hoag and Guilty as Sin "Without a doubt . . . one of the most intense
suspense writers around."--Chicago Tribune "A chilling study of evil that holds the
reader until the shocking surprise ending."--New York Times bestselling author
Phillip Margolin "The tangled relationships that lie just beneath the surface of Deer
Lake are tantalizingly revealed."--The New York Times Book Review "Accomplished
and scary."--Cosmopolitan
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Hurry Please I Want to Know
A brilliant virtuoso of violence, Richard Marcinko rose through Navy ranks to create
and command one of this country's most elite and classified counterterrorist units,
SEAL TEAM SIX. Now this thirty-year veteran recounts the secret missions and
Special Warfare madness of his worldwide military career -- and the riveting truth
about the top-secret Navy SEALs. Marcinko was almost inhumanly tough, and
proved it on hair-raising missions across Vietnam and a war-torn world: blowing up
supply junks, charging through minefields, jumping at 19,000 feet with a chute
that wouldn't open, fighting hand-to-hand in a hellhole jungle. For the Pentagon, he
organized the Navy's first counterterrorist unit: the legendary SEAL TEAM SIX,
which went on classified missions from Central America to the Middle East, the
North Sea, Africa and beyond. Then Marcinko was tapped to create Red Cell, a dirtydozen team of the military's most accomplished and decorated counterterrorists.
Their unbelievable job was to test the defenses of the Navy's most secure facilities
and installations. The result was predictable: all hell broke loose. Here is the hero
who saw beyond the blood to ultimate justice -- and the decorated warrior who
became such a maverick that the Navy brass wanted his head on a pole, and for a
time, got it. Richard Marcinko -- ROGUE WARRIOR.

A Study Guide for Mario Puzo's "The Godfather"
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Rogue Warrior
A masterful saga of the last great American Mafia family and its powerful reach
into Hollywood and Las Vegas, from the author of The Godfather The Last Don is
Domenico Clericuzio, a wise and ruthless old man who is determined to see his
heirs established in legitimate society but whose vision is threatened when secrets
from the family's past spark a vicious war between two blood cousins. The Last
Don is a mesmerizing tale that takes us inside the equally corrupt worlds of the
mob, the movie industry, and the casinos where beautiful actresses and ruthless
hitmen are ruled by lust and violence, where sleazy producers and greedy studio
heads are drunk on power, where crooked cops and desperate gamblers play
dangerous games of betrayal, and where one man controls them all. Praise for The
Last Don “Puzo is in top form. . . . Head-long entertainment, bubbling over with
corruption, betrayal, assassinations, Richter-scale romance, and, of course, family
values.”—Time “The most entertaining read since The Godfather.”—The New York
Times Book Review “Skillfully crafted . . . It gives us Hollywood, Las Vegas, and the
mob in one sweet dish.”—Los Angeles Times Book Review “Puzo returns after a
quarter century to the terrain of his greatest success, The Godfather, to tell a
second masterful tale of Mafia life.”—Variety “A compelling tale peopled by
memorable characters . . . Puzo is a master storyteller with an uncanny facility for
details that force the reader to keep the pages turning.”—USA Today
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Fools Die
Maggie Costello uncovers an assassination plot to kill the tyrannical new president.
A blockbuster thriller from No.1 Sunday Times bestselling author Sam Bourne. The
unthinkable has happened… The United States has elected a volatile demagogue
as president, backed by his ruthless chief strategist, Crawford ‘Mac’ McNamara.
When a war of words with the North Korean regime spirals out of control and the
President comes perilously close to launching a nuclear attack, it's clear someone
has to act, or the world will be reduced to ashes. Soon Maggie Costello, a seasoned
Washington operator and stubbornly principled, discovers an inside plot to kill the
President – and faces the ultimate moral dilemma. Should she save the President
and leave the free world at the mercy of an increasingly crazed would-be tyrant –
or commit treason against her Commander in Chief and risk plunging the country
into a civil war?

Then an Angel Came
Don Corleone is the Godfather, head of one of the richest families in New York and
a gangster. His favourite son Michael is a lawyer who wants to lead a quiet life, but
when Don Corleone is nearly killed by a rival Mafia family, Michael is soon drawn
into the family business.
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McSweeney's Mammoth Treasury of Thrilling Tales
The third and final installment in Mario Puzo's epic chronicle of the Corleone crime
family—one of the most enduring lineages in American literature and
cinema—achieves a stunning crescendo with a story that imagines the role of the
Mafia in the assassination of a young, charismatic president. In The Godfather's
Revenge—authorized by the Puzo Estate—Mark Winegardner moves the Corleone
family onto the biggest stage of all: the intersection of organized crime and
national politics. A subordinate to Michael Corleone, New Orleans underboss Carlo
Tramonti is publicly humiliated when the US Attorney General—President Danny
Shea's brother—has him arrested and deported to Colombia. Tramonti eventually
returns, hell-bent on settling scores, and triggers a series of events destined to
change the course of American history. Corleone, though haunted by the death of
his brother Fredo, knows that this is no time for weakness—and so, with fearless
consigliere Tom Hagen leading the way, a new path for the future is forged. As the
dramatic twists of The Godfather's Revenge take the reader from Las Vegas to
Miami to New Orleans, from the power alleys of Washington, DC, to the remote
jungles of Colombia, the puppet master behind the curtain remains Michael
Corleone, the tortured prodigal son who is determined to redefine his family's
legacy and make his father—the original Godfather—proud.
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The Godfather
“Walsh’s pacing is brilliant, her writing a combination of William Trevor and Erica
Jong, as she fearlessly explores the complexities and nuances of a woman
surprised by her own feelings…. Gripping…..Can mutual peace really coexist with
wild chaos? Walsh’s readers will find themselves eagerly turning the pages, racing
to find out.” --The New York Times Book Review A highly charged, sultry,
beautifully written and compulsive one-sit read, The Lemon Grove is an intense
novel about obsession and sex—the perfect summer book. Jenn and Greg have
been married for fourteen years, and, as the book opens, they are enjoying the last
week of their annual summer holiday in Deia, a village in Majorca off the coast of
southern Spain. Their days are languorous, the time passing by in a haze of riojasoaked lunches, hours at the beach, and lazy afternoon sex in their beautiful villa.
It is the perfect summer idyll . . . until Greg's teenage daughter (Jenn's
stepdaughter), Emma, arrives with her new boyfriend, Nathan, in tow. What
follows, over the course of seven days, is a brilliantly paced fever dream of
attraction between Jenn and the reckless yet mesmerizing Nathan. It is an intense
pas de deux of push and pull, risk and consequence . . . and moral rectitude, as it
gets harder and harder for Jenn to stifle her compulsion. This is a very smart novel
about many things: the loss of youth, female sexuality, the lure of May/December
temptation, the vicissitudes of marriage and the politics of other people's children.
It is simultaneously sexy and substantive, and Helen Walsh's masterful, evenPage 17/26
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handed tone can't help but force the reader to wonder: "What would I have done?"
Beautifully written with the tension of a rubber band just about to snap, The Lemon
Grove is a book that will have people talking all summer long.

The Family Corleone
A Study Guide for Mario Puzo's "The Godfather," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed
Novels for Students. This concise study guide includes plot summary; character
analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for
further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust Novels for
Students for all of your research needs.

Orinoco
'We are a family,' Alexander told his children. 'And the loyalty of the family must
come before everything and everyone else. We must learn from each other,
protect each other, and be bound first and foremost to each other. For if we honour
that commitment, we will never be vanquished - but if we falter in that loyalty, we
will all be condemned' In a tale of brutality and betrayal that crowns Mario Puzo's
remarkable career, he brings us the story of the greatest crime family in Italian
history - the Borgias.
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The Runaway Summer of Davie Shaw
A PRESIDENTIAL DYNASTY. AN ARAB TERRORIST ATTACK. DEMOCRACY UNDER
SIEGE. Mario Puzo envisioned it all in his eerily prescient 1991 novel, The Fourth K.
President Francis Xavier Kennedy is elected to office, in large part, thanks to the
legacy of his forebears– good looks, privilege, wealth–and is the very embodiment
of youthful optimism. Too soon, however, he is beaten down by the political
process and, disabused of his ideals, he becomes a leader totally unlike what he
has been before. When his daughter becomes a pawn in a brutal terrorist plot,
Kennedy, who has obsessively kept alive the memory of his uncles’ assassinations,
activates all his power to retaliate in a series of violent measures. As the explosive
events unfold, the world and those closest to him look on with both awe and
horror. From the Paperback edition.

The Family
Struggling to focus on a promotion-making case while studying under an exiled
drug-pushing Tibetan lama, Thai police detective Sonchai Jitpleecheep finds his
efforts complicated by a new appointment and his battle for control of an illegal
network.
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Rusty's Story
“Why do they keep locking me up?” Rusty’s Story is Carol Gino’s account of the
extraordinary life of the woman she undertook to help – the woman who ended up
teaching her an invaluable lesson about the will to live, the strength of hope…
Rusty used to wonder if she would make it through the day, seeing danger in
everyday living. Rusty has epilepsy. She was twenty when Carol Gino met her and
learned of her past ordeals: the stigma of mental illness, the drugs that took away
her self-control, the treatments that only worsened her symptoms. Carol and Rusty
set out to prove that illness can be overcome, and that there is no substitute for
love and care. From Library Journal While many advancements have been made in
understanding and treating epilepsy, the disease is still surrounded by an aura of
dread. Rusty was a teenager when she was stricken with epilepsy. Misdiagnosed as
a paranoid schizophrenic, for years she suffered more from inappropriate medical
treatment than from her condition. The reader is mesmerized as Gino passionately
relates Rusty’s plight. Despite repeated incarcerations in a frightful state mental
institution and the toxic effects of drugs, she never lost her sense of humanity or
her strong desire to help others. Gino’s deep distrust of the medical establishment,
her fervent attachment to nursing, and her conviction that the patient knows best
are themes that are interwoven into the emotional story of Rusty’s fight for a
normal life. – Carol R. Glatt, Helene Fuld Medical Center Lib., Trenton, N.J
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The Godfather
The Los Angeles Times said it best: "Puzo [was] a man who . . . remained in the
shadows throughout his long career as a novelist and screenwriter, only rarely
speaking to the press." That may not seem like such an oddity until one is
reminded that during the mid-1970s The Godfather sold more copies per year than
any other book except the BiblePuzo was also a writer who struggled for decades
before any success occurred; and only after age 50 was he an author whose
success was so prodigious that it affected, tainted, defined, and pigeonholed the
artist who, out of economic desperation and romantic imagination (plus will power
and the ability to follow through), created the single most recognizable of
American protagonists. In the life of Puzo, all roads led to The Godfather. No other
writer of his generation created such an internationally embraced, mythic, beloved
tale. . . . Although Mario Puzo had received major critical praise for his first two
novels (1955's The Dark Arena and 1965's The Fortunate Pilgrim), sales were all
but flat. Then: Badly indebted, with five children, pushing 50 and plagued by
stress, he vowed to write a best-seller. His third novel was The Godfather. "Backed
up by hard facts and filled with behind-the-scenes stories, M. J. Moore's book is a
definititive guide for all fans of Mario Puzo who want to know more about his life,
work, and personal achievements." --Carol Gino, author of The Nurse's Story,
Rusty's Story, and Me & Mario "Puzo's fans will appreciate this warm portrait."
--Kirkus Reviews "Moore begins by recounting Puzo's Hell's Kitchen upbringing, his
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Army service as a clerk during and after WWII, his persistent money troubles and
his investigation by the FBI for selling draft deferments. Moore is at his best when
using these details " --Publishers Weekly

Six Graves to Munich
After a passionate night with Detective Nick Brodie, Samantha Hollis follows him
back to Alaska, where she becomes entangled in a web of murder, kidnapping, and
danger as she discovers the depths he will go to in search of the truth.

The Last Don
A portrait of a Mafia family focuses on the life and times of patriarch Don Vito
Corleone, a Sicilian-American godfather, and his sons.

Guilty As Sin
A portrait of the social activist and first female member of Parliament elected to
the House of Commons includes coverage of her American ancestry, her
determination to use her influence to introduce American ideas into British politics
and her relationships with such figures as Winston Churchill, FDR and J. M. Barrie.
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By the author of Prof.

The Sicilian
The sacraments are at the heart of our life as Catholics, the way we celebrate
together our continuing conversion and encounter with God. Baptism,
Confirmation, Eucharist, Penance, Anointing, Marriage, and Holy Orders 'al are
activities that require preparation to bring us to the fullness of our life in
community and in Christ. Chapter by chapter, Father Lawrence Mick puts these
core experiences into their historical and theological context, and illuminates the
ways the sacraments bring us together as God's people. Ever conscious of the
complex history of the church and its dynamic relationship to ritual, as well as the
varied histories of human communities, Understanding the Sacraments Today is a
book to be visited and revisited, a companion to the ongoing and repeated
practices that nourish us. Lawrence E. Mick, a priest in the Archdiocese of
Cincinnati, is a liturgical consultant and writer whose numerous books include
Living Baptism Daly, published by Liturgical Press. He has also been active in
parish, retreat, and campus ministries.

Inside Las Vegas
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Dan Pollock brings us his latest novel of sweeping action and suspense, set in the
exotic, forbidding reaches of the Venezuelan jungle and savannas. According to
N.Y. Times best-selling thriller writer Nelson DeMille, Orinoco is "classical escape
reading" with "the ingredients of a good old-fashioned adventure story." Events
move swiftly--from the board room of a New Orleans multinational to the jungles of
Venezuela; from a high-stakes takeover battle waged with stock proxies to a
primitive duel with machetes and blowguns in the thunderous shadow of Angel
Falls. Orinoco will surprise and delight readers who enjoy thrillers, including action
adventure, terrorist thrillers and corporate thrillers.

The Lemon Grove
After Mario Puzo wrote his internationally acclaimed The Godfather, he has often
been imitated but never equaled. Puzo's classic novel, The Sicilian, stands as a
cornerstone of his work—a lushly romantic, unforgettable tale of bloodshed,
justice, and treachery. . . . The year is 1950. Michael Corleone is nearing the end of
his exile in Sicily. The Godfather has commanded Michael to bring a young Sicilian
bandit named Salvatore Guiliano back with him to America. But Guiliano is a man
entwined in a bloody web of violence and vendettas. In Sicily, Guiliano is a modern
day Robin Hood who has defied corruption—and defied the Cosa Nostra. Now, in
the land of mist-shrouded mountains and ancient ruins, Michael Corleone's fate is
entwined with the dangerous legend of Salvatore Guiliano: warrior, lover, and the
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ultimate Siciliano. Praise for The Sicilian “Puzo is a master storyteller.”—USA Today
“The Balzac of the mafia.”—Time “An accomplished and imaginative writer.”—Los
Angeles Times
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